
the 2015-16
CHALLENGE PREVIEWS!
cHOOSE your 
CHALLENGE. 
START A
TEAM.

Look what di
can do for you:

TECHNICAL:

Are you an Engineer or a 

Musician? An Artist or an 

Architect? Do you want to do 

something to change the 

world for good? Whatever your 

that is perfect for you!

First, pick your challenge. 

might like to join your team. 

Working together, you’ll have 

an AMAZING year where you’ll 

learn to explore new ideas, 

collaborate and create a 

solution to a challenge that is 

100 percent yours! 

Teams will work together to create a vehicle with a 
propulsion system that will carry a team member across 
the presentation area several times. They will also write 
and create a performance about “change” that will include 

SCIENTIFIC:
used by organisms in nature. They will create a perfor
mance that utilizes their research to design and build a 

caused by the subterfuge!  !

IMPROVISATIONAL:
Teams work together all year to learn how to “think on 
their feet!” with improvisational methods. The challenge 

mysterious stranger and a newspaper prop!

STRUCTURAL:
will design and build a structure that can also double as a 
playable musical instrument (that can also hold weight)! 

one musical character and a solo from their instrument.

SERVICE LEARNING:
creative process to design, plan and execute a project that 
meets that need! Teams need to also create a meme that 
supports this project and helps meet their goal. They will also 
create a project plan and present their results at tournament!

rising stars (AGES 4-7):
Teams learn all about mapping skills and cartography and 
put their knowledge to work in a performance they create! 

more characters. 

FINE ARTS:
Teams will write and perform a mystery play set in the past 

performance, teams discover live onstage which suspect is 
responsible for the mystery. They will also engineer a 


